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Abstract-Many
types of radial basis functions, such as multiquadrics, contain a free parameter.
In the limit where the basis functions become increasingly flat, the linear system to solve becomes
highly ill-conditioned, and the expansion coefficients diverge. Nevertheless, we find in this study that
limiting interpolants often exist and take the form of polynomials.
In the 1-D case, we prove that
with simple conditions on the basis function, the interpolants converge to the Lagrange interpolating
polynomial.

Hence, differentiation of this limit is equivalent to the standard finite difference method.
some preliminary observations regarding the limit in 2-D. @ 2002 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the last few decades,
for functional
approximation

radial basis functions (HBFs) have found increasingly widespread use
of scattered data. Given data at nodes xl, . . . , XN in d dimensions,

the basic form for such approximations

is

(1.1)
k=l

where 11. (( denotes the Euclidean distance between
for T 2 0. Given scalar function values fi = f(zi),

two points, and 4(r) is some function defined
the expansion coefficients Xk are obtained by
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solving

the linear

system

[

A

1 [j~]=[i~]

AX=f,

or

(1.2)

f(s) at 51,. . . ,ZN.
where Ai,j = q5(llxi - xjlj). Th is ensures that (1.1) interpolates
Many of the common choices for 4(r) fall into one of two categories:
l

l

infinitely

smooth

and containing

dm)

and Gaussians

piecewise

smooth

(4(r)

(4(r)

a free parameter,
= c(‘~)‘),

and parameter-free,

such as multiquadrics

(MQ, 4(r)

=

and

such as cubits

(4(r)

= r3) and thin

plate

splines

= r2 lnr).

At least in some circumstances,

the infinitely

smooth

class provides

spectrally

accurate

imations of smooth data [l-3]. P revious authors have observed experimentally
of approximation
is influenced by the free parameter,
and that the “optimal”

that

approx-

the quality

parameter

value

depends strongly on the data [4,5].
Here we prefer to write MQ in the form 4(r) = dm
(different by a constant
factor),
because the limit s -+ 0 is easier to work with than the limit c -+ oo. This of course does not
change
to 4(r)
Large

the RBF
becoming
values

approximation
itself. In the rest of this paper,
increasingly
flat near the origin.
of E lead to well-conditioned

linear

systems,

the limit

E -+ 0 corresponds

but the resulting

approximations

tend to be inaccurate
and useless. For example, they resemble uncoupled
spikes in the case of
Gaussians
and a piecewise linear interpolant
(in 1-D) with MQs. Intermediate
values of E can
often be employed successfully and have been extensively explored in the literature.
In the limit
E 4 0, the condition number of system (1.2) grows rapidly and without bound (equivalently,
the
expansion coefficients diverge), and this fact has been a barrier to investigation.
Our main point is that, although the coefficient vector X diverges as E ---f 0, the RBF interpolant
itself (usually) converges to a finite limit. If we rewrite the RBF system (1.2) in slightly different
notation

as

...
I
r

1

I

c#l(llxi-xjl~)
... x = f,

and the interpolant

(1 .l) as

S(X,E) = [...

4(11x-Xj/I)

(1.3)

‘..]A,

(1.4)

it is perhaps not so surprising
that numerical
cancellation
occurs in s to compensate
for the
divergence of X. One point of view is that transforming
f to s(x, E) is a well-conditioned
process,
but computing
X is an ill-conditioned
intermediate
step in one particular
implementation.
If this
step could be avoided, perhaps a more stable algorithm could be found.
This paper is structured
as follows. In Section 2, we provide a rough estimate of how illconditioned
system (1.2) is for different numbers of spatial dimensions.
We then focus on 1-D
in Section 3, presenting
some analytic results for small N as well as a theorem showing that,
converges to the
subject to some easily stated conditions on d(r), as E ---t 0 the RBF interpolant
Lagrange interpolating
polynomial.
In Section 4, we demonstrate
that the situation
in 2-D is
more complicated.
The existence of limits evidently depends on the node locations, and the limit
remarks are given in
itself (again polynomial)
depends on the choice of 4(r). S ome concluding
Section 5.

2. THE

CONDITIONING

OF RBF

SYSTEMS

It is well known that d(r) = rn is a poor choice for even values of n. For example, 4(r) = r2
leads to a singular system in 1-D whenever N > 3. This is an immediate consequence
of the fact
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that each basis function is then a parabola, and that any linear combination of parabolas is again
a parabola. Since each is described by three coefficients, at most three of them can be linearly
independent. Even more trivially, if 4(r) 3 1, the system becomes singular whenever N > 1,
regardless of d.
To generalize these observations, suppose
qqr) = a0 + arr2 +

ag4

+.

. . + am?-?

In Table 1, we list the maximum possible number of independent translates as a function of m
and d. The cases of m = 0 and of m = d = 1 have already been discussed; other cases can be
studied in the same manner.
Table 1. Dependence of the maximum number of independent basis functions on
power (2m) and dimension (d).
2

3

‘..

1

1

1

.”

d=l
m=O
1

3

4

5

.”

2

5

9

14

“’

3

7

16

30

...
...
...

4

9

25

55

5

11

36

91

.
.

Determine the entry in Table 1 for m = 1, d = 2. Suppose we have five RBF
centers, located at (zk, Yk), and that the corresponding RBF coefficients are &, k = 1,2, . . . ,5.
The RBF approximation becomes
EXAMPLE

1.

s(z, Y) = 2

xk

[a0

+ al

(b

-

xkj2

+

b

-

Ykj2)

k=l

-2+$hkYk)

+1

($k(ao+(+:+y;))).

Assuming al # 0, this is identically zero if and only if
Xl

11
[I
0

x2

x3

=

0
0

x4

.

0

x5

Since this system has more columns than rows, a nontrivial solution is guaranteed to exist. Thus,
there cannot be more than four independent RBFs of the specified type.
I
When

this approach

find that at most

is applied to larger values of m and d, a pattern emerges.

2m+d

mfd

In general, we

m+d
(

d

>

translated basis functions are independent. Based on such data, we can get a lower bound on the
condition number of RBF matrices in the case where 4(r) depends on the parameter 6; i.e.,
~(T)=ao+al(~r)2+u2(ET)4+...

.
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For example, with N = 300 and d = 2, we see that going out only as far as the m = 16 term would
give a singular RBF matrix. So the fact which “saves” us from singularity
is the continuation
to
of the O(l)-sized
RBF matrix A would
a17(Er)34+a1*(ET)3s+.
. . . Hence, an O(E~~) perturbation
suffice to make A singular,

certainly
(This

bound

Clearly,

is not tight-in

and the condition

fact, we computationally

the RBF coefficient

vector

X grows very rapidly

3. SOME EXAMPLES
For the smallest
EXAMPLE

2.

AND

number

of A satisfies

PC(A) = O(E-~~).

observe

K(A) = O(E-~~) in this case.)

as E -+ 0.

A LIMIT RESULT

FOR 1-D

values of N, the limit s(z, 0) of s(z, e) as E + 0 can be found directly.

Determine

the limiting

approximations

when N = 2 and

4(r) = a0 + ~‘a1r’ + c4u2r4 + 0 (2) .
Substituting

(3.1) into (1.3) and solving

For the interpolant,

for X in terms of f gives

we get (after many cancellations)

q5(x-x2)][;j
= (Z-x2)f1+(x-x1)f2
+o(+

s(x,E)=[~(x-Xl)

--x2

Xl

The limiting

(3.1)

approximation

is simply

the interpolating

straight

line.

Some of the cancellations
above required assuming that ao/ao = 1 and al/al
= 1. These
relations
are suspect if either (or both) of a 0 = 0 or al = 0 hold. These special cases can
themselves have special subcases of their own, as summarized
in Table 2. We see, however, that
the limit is always of polynomial
form, and in no case do the expansion coefficients a~, al, ~2, . . .
appear

explicitly.

I
Table 2. Different limits in 1-D with N = 2 data points.

I

I
Coefficients
a0

al

#O

#O

a2

Limit

a3

b--22).!1+(2--1)f2
21-u

= 0

(x - 12)2fl +(x

#O

-x1)2f2

(21 -x2)2
= 0

= 0

zz 0

(x - z2)4fl + (% -21)4f2

#O

zz 0

(11 -x2)4

= 0

(x - r2Pf1

#O

(II-

=o

#O

+(x

-x#f2

x2)6

{(z - x2) (2x2 - X(3Zl + 22) + 2x; - ZlZ2 +x;)
-(x-z11)(222-

f,

+ XI) + 2~; - x1x2 + xT) f2j /czl

Ox2

_ x2)3

Determine the limiting approximations when N = 3. To get a definite answer, it
is now necessary to extend (3.1) with terms up to and including Use.
The X components
are
found to grow like O(E-~). After quite extensive algebra, the final answer for s(z, 0) simplifies to
EXAMPLE

3.

(x (Xl

Q,)(z
-

x2)(51

-

23) fl
-

23)

+

(x -

x1)(x

(x2 - a)(22

-

23)
-

f2
33)

+

(x (23

d(2
-

a)(23

-

x2)
-

f3
22)

’
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i.e., again to the interpolating polynomial of lowest degree.

The exceptional cases (featuring
different limits) arise this time when al = 0 or when 6~0~ - a f = 0. These situations again have
further exceptional cases, which we do not attempt to describe here.

I

This explicit approach to finding the limits ~(2, 0) is useful for illustration and inspiration, but
the procedure quickly becomes algebraically intractable as N grows. It turns out, however, that
the pattern holds in general: s(z, 0) is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial, given some easily
stated conditions on the expansion of #.
THEOREM 3.1. Let N distinct data nodes in 1-D be given. Suppose the basis function
4(T)

= a0 + AL$

+ E4U2T4 +.

..

(3.2)

is such that the RBF system (1.2) has a solution for all E > 0. For integer n, define the symmetric
matrices Gz~._-~and Gz, by
-

Quo

@l

... (;;I;>%-1-

(;>a1

(;>a2

...

(,,““_,>%

G2n-1=

(3.3)
...
...

G2n =

Cb2

Cb3

...

(3.4
...

If GN_1 and GN are nonsingular, then the RBF interpolant s(x, E) defined by (1 .l) satisfies

where LN(x) is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial for f on the nodes.
The proof is given in the Appendix. Here we make some remarks.
l

l

l

For each value of N, only two conditions need to be tested. Since G1 = a~, G2 = 2~1,
and G3 = 6~0~2 - a:, we recognize here the exceptional cases we already found for N = 2
(a0 = 0 or al = 0) and for N = 3 (al = 0 or 6~0~2 - uf = 0).
Changing E effectively changes the RBF expansion coefficients

Forming the G-matrices based on such altered coefficients does not affect the issue of
singularity-their
determinants will just end up scaled by a power of E (as can be verified
by cofactor expansion, for instance).
Our numerical tests suggest that all the G-matrices are nonsingular for all standard choices
of 4(r). However, we have not been able to find proofs for our observations, including the
following.
- With 4(r) = e+‘, we get arc = (-l)k/lc! and det(GI) = 1, det(G2) = -2. Subsequent
determinants in the sequence satisfy det(Gk+l) = ((-2)“/lc!)
det(Gk_1).
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- With 4(r) = COST, only Gr and Gz are nonsingular.
This is quite certainly linked to
the fact that the RBF matrix is then always singular whenever N > 2. Just as no
more than
translates
a Suppose

three

parabolas

can be linearly

of the cosine function

the nodes are equispaced

large) G-matrices
finite intervals,

polynomial

no more than

two different

(say, unit spaced) over [-co, oo] and that all (sufficiently

are nonsingular.

to the interpolating

independent,

can be independent.
Since the approximation

of minimal

the RBF limit on the infinite

s(x, 0) =

2

on a finite interval

degree, and we can consider
interval

becomes

converges

increasingly

the sine interpolant

si;;JT_k;)

f(k)

wide

(3.5)

I

k=-cc
This can be seen by comparing

Lagrange’s

interpolation

formula

to

This

limit was demonstrated
for Gaussians
in [6] and for multiquadrics
in [i’]. With
is known in closed form for all E [8], and the limit
4(r) = l/(1 + (u-)~), th e interpolant
E -3 0 can be directly reduced to (3.5).
If, moreover, the data are periodic,
lowest-degree trigonometric
interpolant,

c
O”

k=-co

the sine expansion
thanks to

(3.5) becomes

the standard

sin7r(a: - kN)
?r(5

-

kN)

1

=

,

N even,
N odd.

4. OBSERVATIONS
Our investigations

for 2-D limits

ABOUT

are still preliminary.

2-D

Here we will show a few illustrative

examples of different limiting behaviors in some simple cases. In the first four examples below,
the diagrams to the left show how the nodes were distributed.
The limits in the first three cases
were calculated
analytically
(using Mathematics).
The fourth case was carried out numerically
in arbitrary-precision
floating point arithmetic.
EXAMPLE 4.
EXAMPLE

f(x, y) = x - 2y + 3xy. See Figure 1.

5. f(z,

y) = x - y - 2xy - 2y2. See Figure 2.

1

0

L:
.

0

Figure 1. Limit
dm
and
the same as the
affected by RBF

1

s(r, y,O) = f(s, y) for C#J(T)=
4(r) = l/(1 + (ET)‘). This is
original function, and is not
choice.

1

0 I=
0

.*

1

Figure 2. Limit with d(r) = l/(1 + (6~)~) is
(7/5)x - y - (2/5)z2 + 22y - 2y2. Limit with
@(T) = dm
is different, and very complex algebraically.
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1

. .a

.:.;.:.:

0

1

0

I-.‘.?.*.*
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.*...i.&
.&.&.&.i

.
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0

1

Figure 4. Limit with 4(r) = Jm
fails
to exist-divergence of type 0(ee2) as E- 0.
The coefficients of the e-2 terms are very
small; divergence does not become apparent
until 6 reaches the range of 0.01 to 0.001.

Figure 3. Limit with 4(r) = l/(1 + (~r)~) is
(8485 - 20375~ + 4579y + 15228~~- 45121~ f
1692y2)/7378. Limit with 4(r) = dm
is(8615-16345z-2743y+11844z2-2256zy+
5076y2)/5474. The limits are both quadratics
in z and y, but with some differences in their
coefficients.
EXAMPLE 6. f(z,

y) = (z + 2y)/(33s - y + 2). See Figure

EXAMPLE 7. f(z,

y) arbitrary. See Figure 4.

3.

So far, we have only observed divergence in cases of highly regular grid layouts-never

in cases

with scattered data points.

5. CONCLUDING

REMARKS

In this paper, we have found that the RBF interpolant usually has a well-behaved limit as
the basis functions become increasingly flat (E -+ 0). In l-D, conditions which are easily stated
and typically satisfied guarantee that the limit is the Lagrange minimal-degree interpolating
polynomial. In 2-D, the limit may not exist if the nodes make a tensor-product grid. When a
limit, does exist, its value clearly depends on 4(r). All such limits that we have encountered are
low-degree polynomials; only the coefficients vary.
The appearance of low-degree polynomials suggests that small values of Ewill be best when the
target function f is well approximated by such a polynomial (for instance, f is so well sampled
that just a few Taylor series terms provide a good approximation). This was earlier observed
empirically by Carlson and Foley [4].
Since standard finite-difference (FD) methods in 1-D are based on finding the polynomial
interpolant and then differentiating it analytically, the E + 0 limit might be one path to developing
FD methods on scattered grids in any dimension. However, there are two serious practical
obstacles.
l

Tensor-product

l

fixed FD stencil. This does not seem to be possible on a scattered grid.
Poor conditioning for small E makes computation of the limit difficult in fixed precision.

grids allow a natural refinement process that creates convergence using a

However, while it has long been clear that, computing via the usual path of finding the
expansion coefficients is bound to suffer from ill-conditioning, we now also know that the
RBF interpolants themselves generally depend smoothly on the input data. This suggests
that a more stable algorithm might be feasible.

APPENDIX
PROOF
PROOF.

OF

A

THEOREM

3.1

We start with the expansions
qqr)
x

=

CLIJ +

=

E-2N+2

&r2

+
(x_p

64a2T4
+

+.

. . ,

‘. . +

x0

+

2x1

+.

. .)

)

(A.11
c-44

420
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for some integer q > 0. Equation (A.1) is a definition.
(Convergence is assured for small enough E
since r is bounded on a fixed node set.) To understand
(A.2), recall that AX = f and that the
entries of A can be expanded in even powers of E according to (A. 1). It is then clear from Cramer’s
rule that each entry of X is a rational function of E2; hence, the expansion (A.2) is possible for a
finite q.
Straightforward
expansion of (1.1) reveals that

s(x, c) =

e-2N+2(E-2qP_q(x)
+ . . . + PO(X)+ E2Pl(X)+ . *.)

where each Pi is a convolution-type

(A.3)

)

polynomial
N

P-q(x)= a0 1 LJ,k,
k=l

P-,+1(X)

=

A_ q+l,k

a0 5

+a1

-&-q,k(”

-

xkj2,

k=l

k=l

Polynomial
P_q+m has degree at most 2m. We are about
out these formulas. To that end, we introduce a notation

to apply binomial

expansion

to write

N

g!“’ =
2

c

b,k

XT.

k=l

We note that

there is a one-to-one

correspondence

[

between

Xi and the vector

1

g!O)
g!l)
. . . a(N-l) .
z
2
z

In fact, the transformation
between the two is just a square Vandermonde
matrix
We now apply the binomial theorem to each of the (x - xk)2i terms appearing
mials. Separating
even and odd powers of x in the result, we find

P_q+m(x)=

c

&m-i)

j=O

-$

($y)

a,_,

ul(y)

i=O
m-l

C

-

X

2(m-j)-1

To make the expression more manageable,
requires the new definitions
b m,~ = [ (2(:pj))am-j

we replace

wj = [ opj+i

...

43)
-q+j_l

...

(

(~~)a,]lX~i+l~,

UP;)l;+ljxl 1

(2(m;i)+2)a,_j+l

= [ ( 2(y))a,-j

2zTGy l)g{~~-i)+l).

CL,_i

the inner sums with inner

(2(m~‘)+2)am-3+~

vj = [ay;+j ,w-q+j__l ...

’
ci=o

j=O

Cwi

for xi, . . . , XN.
in the polyno-

a?;+l)

...
ITJ+l)xl .

m-1
= ~
i=O

x2’m-i’b,,~vi

- C
j=o

This

(A.4
(A.5)

(g&&(,+,),

We now write
P-~+,(X)

products.

X2’m-“-1Cm,~Wj

(A@
(A.71

Increasingly
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For example,

P-q(x)= bo,ovo,

p-q+&) = hovo)x2

If S(Z,E) (as written

-

(c1,owo)x+ (bl,lvl),

in (A.3)) is to interpolate

f for all 6, then
0 at 21, . . , XN;

interpolate

p-4,...,pN--2,pN,pN+1,...

PN-1

interpolates

f at xl,.

(A.8a)

. ,XN.

(A.8b)

Henceforth,
we assume N = 2n; the case of odd N differs only slightly.
Consider P_,, . . . ,
They have maximum
degrees 0,2,. . . ,2(n - 1) = N - 2, and each must be zero
q+n-1.
at N points. Hence, each of these polynomials
is identically zero. Looking at the highest-order
coefficient of each, we conclude that
P-

bo,o
id [:I
0

h,o

b+LO

vo=

nx1

0
.

.

0

By (A.4), the matrix of this system is precisely the first column of Gzn_l, which is guaranteed
to be nonsingular
by assumption.
Therefore, the only solution of this system is
vg = 0.

(A.9)

Now consider the next polynomial,
P-q+n. Its leading coefficient is blz,OvO x2n, which is zero
by (A.9). Hence, the degree of P_q+n is no more than N - 1, and, since it is zero at N points,
terms of P_q+l,. . . , P-q+n, we find
it is identically
zero. If we consider the second-highest

The matrix here is just the first column
tion. So, we conclude

of Gzn (see (A.6)), which is also nonsingular

by assump-

wg = 0.
Collecting

the third-highest

(A.lO)

terms of P_4+1,. . . , P_q+n, we see that

Here we are using the first two columns

of Gzn- 1. They must be independent,
Vl = 0.

so we have
(A.11)

Equations
(A.9)-(A.11)
imply that the three highest terms of P_q+n+2 must vanish, and thus,
it too has degree 5 N - 1, etc. We use this to establish w1 = v2 = 0, which knocks out two more
terms of P_q+n+3. This iteration continues up through P_q+~_2r and we can say
vj

= 0,

Wj = 0,

O<j<n,
Ojj<n-1.

(A.12)

422

Now consider P_q+~_l.
above logic leads to

T. A. DRISCOLL AND B. FORNBERG

If q > 0, this is also zero at N points

[~j/=%-~-~=

and continuing

the

[;I,

so we must conclude w,-1 = 0. But then the last entry
together imply (refer to (A.5) and (A.7))
(JO) = (p
-9

by (A.8a),

-9

= ... =

of w,_l

&N-l) =

and all the vectors

in (A.12)

0,

4

which in turn implies X-, = 0. In other words, we could have started expansion (A.2) with q - 1
in place of q. Hence, we are free to assume q = 0 in (A.2) without loss of generality.
Thus, P_q+~_l = PN_~ must interpolate
f at the N nodes, by (A.8b).
Since our earlier
reasoning implies deg(PN_1)
<_ N - 1, PN-~ must be the Lagrange interpolating
polynomial
for f. Since P,,, E 0 for m < N - 1, expansion (A.3) shows that S(Z,E) + PN_~(z) = LN(x) as
E + 0.
A side result of the proof is that the condition number of the RBF matrix A must
satisfy IS(A) = O(E-~~+~ ). This is clear because there are choices off such that X0 # 0 in (A.3)in fact, any f(z) for which the Lagrange polynomial has degree exactly N - 1 will do. This result
is in perfect agreement with the data from Table 1, and in this case the bound is tight.
REMARK.
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